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DESCRIPTION

REPORT No.230

AND LABORATORY TESTS OF A ROOTS TYPE AIRCRAET
ENGINE SUPERCHARGER

By LiMtSDEX W=

suMMARY

This report describe a Roots type aircraft engine supercharger and prcmnts the reeults of
some tcs+tsmade with it at the Langley IMd laboratories of the NationaI Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. The supercharger used in these teats was constructed hugely of aluminum,
weighed 88 pounds and was arranged to be operated from the rear of a standard aircraft engine
at a speed of l% engine crankshaft speed. The rotors of the supercharger were cycloidaI in
form and were 11 inches Iong and 9% inches in diameter. The displacement of the super-
charger was 0.51 cubic feet of air per revolution of the rotors.

The supercharger was tested in the Laboratory, independently and in cotnbination with a
Liberty-12 aircraft engine, under simulated aItitude pressure conditions in order to obtain
information on its operation and performance. During an investigation of the inOuence on the
operation of the engine of various types of airduct connections between the supercharger and
the engine, the supercharger was subjected to considerable rough treatment, which it qdured
very well, so that it seems apparent that the supercharger could well endure service handling.
By the proper proportioning of the air-duct system, the engine would operate at alI speeds
as smoothly and free from vibration as the normal augine.

From thwe tests it seems evident t-hat the Roots blower compares favorabIy with other
compreeaor types used M aircraft engine superchargers and that it has several feature that
make it particukdy attractive for such use.

INTRODUCTION

Since the density of the atmosphere deoreasee continuously with increase in altitude, the
power deveIoped by the nornd aircraft engine decreas= as its altitude of operation is increased
to such an extent that the power deveIoped at 20,000 feet is less than 60 per cent of that
developed at sea level. AnalysEs have shown that this diminution in power can be prevented
or at least reduced materially by supercharging, and applications of superchargers to service
airplanes have resulted in marked increases in airpkme performance. For any given service
requirement, the results obtained by supercharging will be i.utluencedby the type of the super-
charger sehxfied. Therefore, in order to permit intell@ut schotion ta be made, the character-
istics of the different types should be Imown.

Centrifugal air comprxors operating at high rotative speeds have been employed as aircraft
engine superchargers both in this country and abroad. Rotor speeds ranging from 6,000 to
about 40,000 revolutions per minute have been employed in the various designs and multi-
staging has been used in some cases. The turbo-mmpreasor superdwger developed by the
Engineering Division of the Air Service is an excelIent example of the application of this t~e
of compressor for supercharging duty in this country. The positive-displacement types of
compr-ors have not had such extensive trial. A reciprocating compmsor and a rotating
vane type have been tried but have mechanical limitations which militate against their utility
for aircraft superchargers. The British made some trials with a supercharger patterned after
the Roots blower, but the resulte hate not been published. The Roots type has attractive
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features and seems to have promise for use as an aircraft engine supercharger as indicated by
tests that have been conducted upon the N. A. C. A. Roots type supercharger described in this
report. hfethods for driving these various types of compressor have included; direct-connoctwl
exhaust gas turbines, mechanical drives from the engine by belt and gears and a gasoline engine
having the comprwsor for its sole load.

DESCRIPTION OF THE N. A. C. A. ROOTS TYPE SUPERCHARGER

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics constructed a Roots type supercharger
from designs made by the Clarke Thomson Research at the time the facilities of this research
were placed under the direction of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics; G. W.
Lewis, as engineer in charge of the Clarke Thomson Research, directed the making “of the dc-
signe. The construction of the Roots supercharger is considerably different from that of tlia
commercial Roots blowers, since for a supercharger having a given capacity it is necessary that
the weight be a minimum compatible with the necessary strength. As a consequence, Iight
alloy castings and alloy steels form the chief constructional materials for the supercharger.
The speed of rotation of the rotors is increased con&derably over that used in commercial
practice in order h chtain greater capacity for a given displacement.

Consideration of the possible synchronization of the pulsating pressure of the air delivered
by the supercharger yith the puIsatingpwesurg igduced by theengine determined the relation
of rotor speed to imgine speed, With a 12-cylinder engine operating o; ‘&e four+troke cycle, –
there will be six inductions per revolution. With the Roots supercharger, there are two periods
of deliverj per revolution of each rotor, resulting in four pressure impulses per revolution of
the two rotors. Therefore, in order that the frequetici& of the pul.satiofi produced by “the
supercharger and the engine may be equal, the supercharger rotor speed must be 1.5 times the
engine speed.

If the interds between inductions for the different cylinders of the engine were equrtl,
this would give an opportunity to realize some benefit from the synchronization of the pressure
impulses produced by the supercharger with the induction periods of the engine. While the
pressure fluctuations produced by the supercharger presumably occur at equal intervals, the
induction periods with the Liberty 12-cyIinder engine do not, since tie angle between the two
bank of six cylinders is 45°. Furthermore, the character of pressure waves in the two cases
may be quite different so that the maximum effects of synchronization probably can not be
realized by this particular combination.

The N. A. C. A. Roots supercharger was dwigned orighmlly to be mount~d directly on the
rear of a Liberty engine and to be supported solely by the engine. This mounting was not
used, however, and in all of the tests, the supercharger was supported by the engine bearers “
extended, and was driven from the engine through a flexible coupling. ‘With these changes, the
liability of damage due to misalignment was reduced. An idea of the construction of the
supercharger can be obtained from Figure 1.

The housing is made of aluminum castings, all of the-castings being ribbed to provide strength
and rigidity with minimum weight, as cah be seen from I&ure 1. A steel plate separates tho
rotor chamber from the gear compartment.

The supercharger rotors are shown in F~es 2 and 3. They are hollow castings, having
a wall thickness of about tlwee-sixteenths inch and are 11 inches long by 9% inches in diameter.
The contour of the rotors is cycloidal, except for a narrow portion of the tips, which is concentric
with the axis of rotation, and a narrow flat porticin nem the hub; sh~ow clearance groov= are
cut at the junctions of these surfaces with the cycloidal surfacw. The TO~rs me fit~d ~it~
rectangular steel driving flanges which & in machined recess= in the ends of the ro.tomand are
fastened by machine screws. The driving flanges have internally splined hu~s which fit on - ~=
splines on the rotor shafh-

The rotor was constructed originally of an ordinary aluminum casting alloy. After approxi-
mately 100 hours of operation, they were replaced with rotors made of- another aluminum alloy
having a higher speciiic gravity and a greater tensile strength than that used atifirst.
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Figure 4 shows the gears that drive the rotors. A gear operated at crankshaft speed meshes
with a pinion fo~r an integral part of one rotor shaft, the ratio of three geare.determining
the rotor speed for a given engge speed. The Mar shafts are connected together by another
pair of geam which serves to maintain proper relation between the rotas as well as to transmit
torque horn one rotor shaft to the other.

In the origimd design, contact between the ends of the rotors and the houskyg vms limited
to a narrow r@ near the shaft by a s&ht projection on the rotpr ends formed on the flanged .
hubs. In most of the work, all contact at the ends of the rotors vras prevented by locating
the rotors definitely in the housing by distance pieces inserted between the outer races of the
rotor shaft bslI bearingg and the b~~m co-rerpl&s. .
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FIG.1.—X, A. C. A. Rook tIT@QIMChrSerwith Llbert9-12e@Le

It was origgalIy intended that lubrication -would be furnished from the main oil presure
system of the enggne. Duxin.g the tests of the supercharger alone, however, it vi-asfound that
a meterhg orifice, about- No. 70 drill, had to be provided in the oil line to prevent overoiIing.
During the tests of the engine-supercharger unit, the method of lubricat,~m from the engine
pressure system was discarded in favor of a hand lubricator connected to the supercharger gem
case which gave greater assurance that proper lubrication of the supercharger vrould be main-
tained.

The air ducts provided with the origgtd machine vx+remade of cast ahminum, and were
intended for use with standard Zenith carburetors. A single cast% connected the two
carburetors together at the bottom. From the rear csrbureter a Y-shaped cas@u divided
the duct s-ystem in order to. pass around the Delco generator. TWO arrangements vmre pro-
vided for connecting these ducts to the delivery side of the supercharger, one being an ahuninum
casting giving a direct connection with little -rolume and the other a sheet, steel tank of 1.8
cubic feet capacity. The desigg of the air connection was changed, however, to that shown in
Figure 1, using inverted Stromberg earbureters with the original steel supercha~er tank. The
new parts were built chiefly of welded sheet steel.
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A hand controlled butterfly valve, located in the short pipe shown in Figure
of the supercharger tank, served ta by-pass directly to the atmosphere all air
bv the emrine and forms the sole suwwchawer cantroL

1 on the top
not required

.
b a~tomdic inlet valve, locate~ in the-ti ducti@ediately in back of the rear carburetor,

waa introduced to permit the engine to draw air directly from the atmosphere in case the super-
charger should fail. This was a poppet valve, 5 inches in diametsr, which was normally held

t . . . . m ..-, =— .-. . . . .- ..—. .-

Em. 8.-Snperohwgerwith rearendplateremoti

closed by its own weight and by the pressure in the air duct; the suction from the -e oDen-
ing it-if the superchfige air s~pply fails. In back of
made of 0.035-inch sheet steel, in each of which are d
ameter. The holes in successive plates were staggere~.

FIQ.4.-Gear ease,gem., and rotm shafte

thisvalve there were four b~ffle p~ates
fled 30 holes, three-fourths inch in di-

The supercharger complete with
rotors made of the heavier aluminum
alloy, coupling, and redesigned air
ducts weighs 151 pounds. The main
component weights are as follows:

Pounds
Su~Mhrger---------------- SS
coupung-------------------- 10
Superchargertank----------- 24
Air duck ------------------- ..29

In making the alt&ations to the
original design mentioned, minimum
weight was not given much considera-
tion so that the changes involved an
increase in over-all weight of about 30
pounds.

LABORATORY TESTS OF THl_SUPERCHARGER

Tests of the supercharger as an independent unit were made with the supercharger con-
nected to a 50-75 horsepower Sprague electric dynamometer. The inlet to the supercharger
was throttled to simulate service pressyre conditions. The air quantities were measured with
thin-plate orifices patterned after those calibrabd by R. J. Durley and reported in VolumC+
27 of Transactions of the American society of Mechanical En&ineers. Provision was made to
use two orifices in parallel, so that sizes no larger than those calibrated by Durley would be
required. Temperatures were observed by means. of chemical mercury thermometers, and
pressuresby mercury, water ah-dalcohol manorn6teti, A special screw adjustment type alcohol
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manometer was used to measure the drop across &e metering oriilces, which enabled the head
to be read essiIy to within 0.005 inch. The scheme of the apparatus set up is shown in Figure
5, manometers and thermometers being indicatd at the points of their introduction into the
sfitem.

:::gggw m
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Measurements of power required and weight of air handled were made over a range of ratios
of supercharger discharge to inlet prwures from 1.0 to 2.2 and for speeds up to 1,800 revolutions
per minute. The various pressure ratios were obtained by varying the inlet pressure, the diw
charge pressure being held nearly constant. The actmd runs -weremade at constant -weigh@ of
air handIed, the desired pressure ratios being ob@ned by varying the speed of rotation apd the
opening of the inIet gate vabre.

The following methods were used in working up the plotted res&s for weight of air handled.
The absolute pressure of the dMerenttparts of the’system were obtained from the barometer and
the different manometer obser-
vatiorm The follow@g formu-
la, given by Durley, was used
in determining the weight of
air handled:

Pi= C.630 ~~$~
where

IT=mi.ght of akin pounds
per second.

C= coefficient of discharge
for the orifice.
a=diameter of ofice in

inches.
i =head over oriiice ~

inches of water.
T= absolute temperature

of air, Fahrenheit. Fm. 6.—Power,eftidency,and air ddimcy

The coefficient used was that given by Durley, but modified as indicated by a series of ~-
periments made to determine the efkct on the ofice coefficient of causing the flow to take place
in the reverse direction from that for which the orijice was o&nally calibrated. The effect of
s~h reversal was bsignifieant for tie p~ose of these tests. The volume of air handl~ in unit
time was determined from the density of the air at the supercharger inlet and the weight measured
by the orifice meter. From this and the geometrical displacement, the volumetric ef%cien~ of
the blower vras obtained.’

Brake horsepower during the test was determined from the d-.mamometer torque scale and
revolution counter readings. While the runs were so made that very nearly constant air
w~hte were obtained, stilI there were small diiTerencesin air weights betmeen the runs, so that
the speed, power, and airvolumes were reduced to the same mean weight basis by straight propor-
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tion. The amount of such reduction was at all times quite small. The horsepower theoretically
required to adiabatically compress and deli~er 1pound of air per second is given by the follow-
ing formula:

~RTk E!
“-=0 H(T

k–l) = .336 T (r.z~–1)

This power divided by the observed brake horsepower was designated the overall efficiency.
Figure6 is a plot of the results, the curves having been faired by succ~ve crosx+plotting. In

Figure 7constant speed curves of efficiency plotted againstpressureratio areshownforfour intcrcet-

100 @g spee+, .Thepowerrequircd
to operate the blovrer with free

$ I inlet and discharge is about 3
&m- horsepower at 1,800 revolutions

per minute. Fiire S givw the
~ volumetric eficiency obtained.
.860 Ratios of the absolute tem-
$ perature of the discharge air

to the absolute temperature of
%0 1..2 /.4 1.8 /.8 2.0 2.2 2.+ 2.6 the hdet air, computed for

Pressure rotio (Dis&aqe pressure /4.7/b.& in) various test conditions! areplot-
Fm. 7.—TheoreUmIand tfat eflidemdcs .— ted on Figure 9, and a cur~e is

drawn to represent the test results. This curve is closely approximated by another which is

determined by the equation,
T,

(
~i = ~~~ with ((n” taken as 1.53. A curve showing the rcJa-

tions of these quantities for adiabatic compression, ‘(n” taken as 1.4, is given also on this figure.
Slip speeds were obtained by blocking off entirely the inlet to the supercharger and,

observ~~ the speed required to maintain specified pressure ratios up to 2.2 with no dischaqy,
the pressureon the discharge side behg atmospheric. ~e slip speed will be affected conaidcrably
by the lubrication conditions and by the clearances between the two rotors and between each
rotor and the housing. The slip speeds obtained in these tests are given in Figure 10. A gmator
amount of lubricant was
used during these tests
than was found desirable
later in actual use of the
machine. No te9tswere
made to determine the
effect of differences in
lubrication and clear-
ancesupon these perfor-
mance characteristics,
but the effect may be
appreciable.

100 I I 1 I

tt
I

8
$ m
$

.;
Am
‘!
~
g

400
400 “- m /200 Im

Drtie shoff I?.i?M.
Fm. S.—Volunletricelfkiency

.-
In order to obtak an indication of the mechanical limitations of the type, tCSt.S were rondo

to determine the speed at which the rotor would burst when rotating by itself in free air. An
aluminum a~oy rotor failed at 9,600 R. P. M., while a magnesium alloy rotor made subsequently
to these performance tests but s~ar in design to the aluminum rotor failed ati13,500 R. P. N1.
The speed of rotation of the superc,lla%er rotom depen~ upon the speed of tho engino and the
gear ratio selected. The tests degcribed in this re~ort were made with a gear ratio of 1.5:1 so
that with an engjne speed of 1,700 R. P. M. the ro~r speed is 2,550 R, J?,M. During flight tests
that were made later than the tesk reported here, the gear ratio was increased to 1.94:1 giving
a rotor speed of over 3,2(N)R. P. M. for an eWine speed of l,~oo R. P. M. The machine was USCC]
considerably with tfi &uher drive ratio and there WaS no evidence that such high rotor SpCeCIS

-.

imposed any important limitations.
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It is interesthg to note that commercial Roots blowera having the same disp@cement as
the h’. A. C. A. Roots supercharger, namely, one-half cubic foot per revolution of the rotor, hare

..— --

normal operating speeds of about 500 R. P. M. as against the supercharger speed of 3,200 R. P. M.
..

with the-l@her-g& ratio.

THEORETICAL EFFICIENCY
OF ROOTS BLOWER

FQge 7 shows a curve

marked “Type ticiency.”
This efficiency is the ratio of
the area for the theoretical
adiabatic card for areciprocat-
ing compressor to the area of
a rectangular card using the
same pressures and inlet vol-
umes. The rectangular card
represents approximately the
po~er required by a Roots
blmmr.

Referr@ to the diaggmm-
matic outline of aRootsblomr

— —-

,!4

41
n=t.53 /

/!3
?

g!= 12

I.f

L2 /.4 I 6 /.8 . 2.0 22 24

FIG.9.—Tam~tnm-~essum relatiomofairbrindledby su~

in Figure 11, it mill be seen that the action of the impeller is to transfer a tied volume of air
“A” from the inlet side and at the idet pressure io the-delivery side, ignorirg all losses due to
leakage, and that this volume of air “ A” is subjected to the full delivery pressure at “B” when
a suftlcientarea has been opened at point” C” by the rotation of the impeller. At this moment

t

FIG.1o.-SUP@

ic —.

t
Fm. lL–Din&~mH&!s sectfon d

the air at “A” is suddenly compra to the full delivery pressure, and the rotor then works
against the deli-wry pressure during practicality the whole mo-rement required to displace the
volume” A.”

Fm. E-P-V i%htiOI19 of Ikts nnd
redprcimthg mmprewm

The pressure-volume relation for this condition of operation
is sliovrn in Figure 12, where the area 1–2–345 represents the
vvork required to compress adiabatically and deliver 1 pound of
air from the pressure PI to the pressure Pa, a form of indicator
card “which is gi~en approxinmtely by piston compressors. The
area 1-645 represents the work required to compress and
deliver the same unit -might by the method of operation of the
Roots blower. The area between the hue of instantaneous pres-

sure rise along 1-5 and the adiabatic pressure rise along 1-2–3 represents the extra work done
in the Roots type blower. “It is apparent, that this extra work is small as compared to the
total work at low compression ratios but becomes a greater proportion of the total work as
the compression ratio increases.
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NumericaI values of type efficiency can be obtained from simple mathematical treatment
of the case. The work required to compress adiabatically and to deliver 1 pound of air, as
shown by the mea 1–2-345 in FQure 11 is

The work of compression
area 1-6-4-5 in Figure 11, is

where

k–Pv’’’(r)-’)R=&l 1

and delivery of 1 pound of air, according to the hydrautic card

w,= v (P2–P,) 144

P, and P, =initial and final pressures in lb./sq. in.
P

r =p#= the ratio of compression. -.
1

E= theoretical efficiency of Roots blower.
ii= ratio of specific heats.
V= the volume of 1 pound of air at initial prwsure and temperature conditions.

but
P2–P, =P, (F–T) ““

so that
~h= V~l (r– 1) ~~~

The theoretical type efficiency is evidently the ratio between these work areas, or:

‘“%=Hrw
For air K= 1.406, so that

E= 3.463 (rm–’~) ., .-
r—l

Computed vaIues of E for pressure ratios up to 3.o determine the curva marked “Typo efll-
ciency” given in Figure 7.

Several methods have been considered for counteracting this characteristic reduction
in compressing &ciency with increase of pressure ratio. For instance, the slow-speed com-
mercial Roots blower has been provided with a Ventui restriction at the outlet of the blower
for use with pressure differences somewhat above five pounds per square inch, which is intended
to give higher ef%cienciesthan would be obtained with the ordinary blower under them con-
ditions. Brief trials were made with a Venturi dischar&efixture and with well-rounded oriiiccs,
having orifice discharge coefficients for the two directions of flow of approximatdy 0.95 and
0.60, but no improvement was obtained. The installation of vaIves above the rotors would
tend to reduce the back flow of. air, so that the cycle would then approach more nearly that
of the piston compressor. Several such valve mechanisms were studied briefly in the laboratory,
but all of them imposed so great-a pressure drop in passing the air through the valve that no
benefit could be expected by their use.

LABORATORY TESTS OF ENGINE-SUPERCHARGER UNIT

After the tests of the supercharger as an independent machine were completed, it was
connected to a 12-cylinder Liberty engine and subjected to further tests with a 300-400 horse-
power Sprague electric dynamometer, in order to study the action of the unitmmder simulated
altitude pressure conditions for the supercharger and to obtain some performance data under
these conditions. The same arrangement of orilice box and depression tank was used as in
the previous tests, but the delivery side of the supercharger was connected to the engine
carburetors.

When using the original air-duct system and standard Zenith carburetors, very rough
running was encountered over a wide range of speeds. Between 600 and 1,400 R. P. M., this
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.
rough running was accompanied by violent back-fig in the crwbureter and mom@ary
cutting out of the entire engine. At 1,600 R. P. M., however, the operation vras satisfactory.
The rough operation noted was definitely attributed h the airduct system.

A number of radically diflerent systems of air ducts were tried, using Stromberg inverted
and standard Zenith carburetors. These systems involved the use of various sizes and arrange-
ments of receivers and pipes and various restrictions and baflks. With these Mermt arrange-
ments, improved operation took the form of narrowing the speed raqge over which the rough
run.n@ was encountered. Satisfactory operation throughout the complete speed range was
obtained by imposing considerable restriction in direct pipe connections, by using large receiv-
ers, or by giving carefti attention to the proportions and forms of the various. parts of the
duct system.

The system adopted for flight t~t, shown in Figure 1, in~olved the use of the original
receiver, havhg a volume of 1.8 cubic feet, at the discharge of the supercharger. ‘il%en using
the airduct system over the carburetor, as shown in this ilggure,no attempt was made to reduce
the size of the supercharger receiver. Reoent tests made with another engine, however, have
indicated that considerable reduction in size may be possible.

VT_ththe Stromberg inverted carburetem mixture adjustment is eflected by means of an
air leak from the atmosphere to the carburetor float chambers, controlled by a valve hwated
outside of the csrbureter and connected to the float chambers by a tube. In the supercharger
instdation this tube can not be left open to the atmosphere, but must be connected to the
supercharger sir duct system in order to have the fuel ffow through the carburetor jets. With
the present installation this vvas accomplished by inserting a short tube and a control ~alve
for mixture adjustment between each carburetor float chamber and the air duct over the
carburetors.

The conditions of operation in these tests were dHerent from flight conditions in several
respects. Of these conditions two were radically different; fit-, in the laboratory tests the
engine dmueted into air at approximately sea-1em4 pressure for all supercharger inlet air
pressures, and second, the temperature of the air entering the supercharger rcm.minedprac-
tically constant with changes in pressure instead of decreasing with pressure as in flight. The
results were reduced to flight conditions by the use of rationaI reduction factom. The error
introduced by the method of taking into account the differences in engine eAaust pressure has
been shown to be relatively unimportant by tests that have been made since at the Bureau of
Standards and reported in N. A. C. A. Technical Note .No. 210. The method of taking into
account the differences in temperature, however, has not been substantiated by test. Since
the errors irmohwd in the methods of making the reductions are quite uncertain, the estimated
power of the unit for ilight conditions as obtained from these laborato~ tesb are not given.

The following extract from the data serves to illustrate the character of the test conditions:

Supercharger inkt pressure= 16.6 in. Hg. absolute.
Supercharger inlet temperature= SO” F.
Carburetor pressure=29.8 in. Hg. absolute-
Csrbureter temperature= 175° F.
Crankshaft speed= 1,600 R. P. .M.
Brake power of unit =326 H. P.

By taking into account the differences between test and ~ht temperatures and preawres as

referred to in the preceding paragraph, much greater power of the unit is obtained.
A brief study was made of the effects of varying the timing of the pressure pulsations

produced by the supercharger with the pressure pulsations induced by the engine. TM a
large airduct system that ga~e smooth operation of the engine no diHerencesin engine operation
or power were noted. With the smallest air-duct system used, rough operation -wasobtained
with all adjustments and fair power comparisons could not be made. This study was not
extended further, since it was evident that but Iittle could be gained with this combination.
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CONTROL “METHODS

By supercharging aircraft ~ines it is intended to prevent or at least to reduce materially
the diminution in power suffered by” the normal airc&ft engine as its altitude of operation is
increased. It is neg~saary, therefore, that the rate of air delivery to the engine when super- “
charging at considerable altitude above the ground, be roughly the same as the consumption
of the normal engine when operating at ground level. ‘At a tied speed, the Roots superckger
delivers air at a constantly decreasing rate as the altitude of operation is increased, since for
this”type of machine, the rate of air delivery with 100 per cent volumetric efficiency varies
direct& with the density of the air at the inlet to the machine and its speed of rotation. Somo
control menns must be provided, therefore, in order tcrobtain the desired end.

The necessary control may be secured in several ways; fist, by operating the supercharger
at a fixed engine-supercharger speed ratio, Wth the inlet side of the supercharger open to take
air at the density of the operating altitude and returning to the atmosphere all air in cxccss
of that required by the engine; second, by operating the supercharger at a fixed engine-aupcr-
charger sped. ratio ..but. tit.h. the inlet of tie supe~cj~rger throttled at low altitudes, so thtit .
the density of the air handled by the supercharger -iiITbe pradicidly constant; third, by con-
tinuously changing the engine-supercharger speed ratio, so fiat the supercharger will deliver
nir at just the rate required by the.engine. The pow-~rrequired to operate the supercharger by
each of the control methods for a constant en-gine speed, as estimated for flight conditions
and using the laboratory tesk as .a basis, is ~owp .by F~ure 13. The three curves intermct
at the point where the speed of the supercharger with the method involving speed change is

the same as in the othiw methods, and the by-pass ““” ‘“
50 ~alve is fully closed arid the inlet valve is opened

fully for the methods involving th~e types of contro~. ._

40 The weight of the fixtures for the first find second
methods would be about the same, but the method
requiring speed change would probably involve u much

~30

$

greater weight because of the mechanim required.
The second. method involves no more complicrdiou

t than the first, but does take co&derably moro power
g20 at lower altitudes and alwnys delivers air having an

absolute temperature at a nearly consttint ratio to the

10 absolute tquyerature of the inlet air, due to the fact
that the supercharger itscdfis operating with nearly the
same pressure ratio all the time. YiWh this’method,

oLo 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Greund Ievelpreeeure

~ao then, the supercharger discharge air temperatures will
be excessiM near t:he ground and some method of

Preeswe 0+ olfifuets

Fra. 13.-Effect of method of control on power requlrfd
cooling the a& delivered to the engine probably would
be necessarv.

The fist method of control was used in @g tes~ of this supercharger. With this method
the temperature rise through the supercharger is a iiinimum. ”““The power required approaches
very close to tha minimum as obtained by the variable speed ratio method and dots not entail
the complication of control, apd probably results ii “quicker response to the control th~n the

-.

latter method. The weight of the fixtures for the fist method also is favorable to its selection.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE ROOTS TYPE SUPERCHARGER
.

These tests indicate that the Rooti blower as a type ha: several features that make its use as
an aircraft engine supercharger attractive, although they can ‘not show either the extent or tlm
degree of its value. The machine used in these tests was the first to be built from this design
and endured over 100 hours of operation without requiring the rephmemenkof any important
parts. Site during a large part of the time the .aiuperchargerwas subjected to al.mornmlly
rough treatment aid since the design embodies many featur~” that are a radical departure from
commercial practice for this type of machine, this performance indicat& thtibthe type is well
adapted for aircraft engine supercharging from a durability viewpoint. While the reciprocal ing
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compressor k“attraeti~e when the power for the actual compression and delivery of the air alone
is considered, mechanical friction Iosses, together with mechanical limitations, make it unsuitable
for wry broad application to aircraft engine supercharge@ For many applications in this
field the Roots type supercharger has power requirement characteristics that are the equal if
not the superior of other common types.

While speeds of rotor operation much in excess of those employed in comnmcial service were
involved in these tests, the tests have shomu that this condition is no handicap to the use of
this machine and iudicate, moreover, that stiLIhigher speeds could be used as far as structural
characteristics are concerned. The use of I@her speeds for a given capacity would permit a
direot reduction in the-weight of the supercharger and by virtue of the increase in the frequency
and the reduction of the amplitude of the pressure pulsations, would permit smaller air ducts
with further economies in weight of the complete unit. Actual experience is necessary to deter-
mine what could be realized in this respect. While it maybe thought that inertia stressesmay
impose the most serious limitation, there have becm no indications horn work done on this
machine that this condition has been even approache& While the pressure pdsation conditions
were stated to be improved with increase in speed of operation, qeriences encountered in these
teste show that the pulsation conditions existiug in the present t+sts could be readily handled so
that engine operation would not be a&cted adversely.

The centrifugal compressor has received far more attention to date than any other type for
use as an aircraft engine supercharger. This type 9f compressor has had coWiderable use as an
exhaust gas driven supercharger. In this case both turbine and compressor are eswntidly
very high speed machines, and their combination forms an admirable unit for certain purposes.
The position of the centrifugal compressor is not as favorable, however, when it is used as a
mechanically driven machine.

If a centrifugal compressor is driven at a speed bearing a fixed ratio to the @e speed, the
ratio of absolute temperatures at the inlet and discharge of the supercharger will not change
much with change in aItitude at all altitudes up to that at which the supercharger capacity
is just sutiicient to maintain ground-~evel pr-ure at the carburetors. Then, the carburetor
temperamre at ground IeveI mill exceed considerably the atmospheric temperature which is
already sufliciintly b&h under most conditions. If tlm equipment were.designed to maintain
ground-level pressure at tiy but very moderate altitudes, the carburetor temperature at the
ground leveI would surely be prohibitive unless elaborate cooling means are provided. In con-
trast to this condition the Roots t-ype as utilized in these tests compresses the air almost imper-
ceptibly at “the ground, and the carburetor temperature is but Iittle in excx of the ambient
atmospheric temperature.

Because of the character%ce of the centrifugal compr-or, the power required to drive it at
ground level at a speed having a iixed relation to the engine speed will differ but little from the
povwr required at the altitude at which the supercharger has just sticient capacity to @n-
tain ground-level pressure. In contrast to this condition the Roots type, even though it handles
a large quautity of air, requires comparatively very little power at ground level since the amount
of compression of the sir is practically imperceptible.

The exhaust gas “turbine driven supercharger will not respond instantaneously to the super-
charger control, wbiIe, on the other hand, any mechanically driven supercharger cartbe arranged
readily to give instantaneous response to the control. The Roots type, in addition, has more
favorable power and air temperature conditions than any other compressor that baa yet been
seriomly considered. Maintenance of mechanical clearances which would seem to be a handi-
cap of the Roots type have not proved troublesome in these or later tw!.s.

CONCLUSIONS

The tests reported herein serve to indicate that the Roo@ type blower is viel adapted for use
as an aircraft en@e supercharger. From considerations of durabiEty, low power requirements,
control, and heating of the air handkd, it appears especially welI suited for many service require-
ments.
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